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With an emphasis on problem solving and critical thinking, Mark DugopolskiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s College

Algebra and Trigonometry: A Unit Circle Approach, Sixth Edition gives students the essential

strategies to help them develop the comprehension and confidence they need to be successful in

this course. Students will find carefully placed learning aids and review tools to help them do the

math.         Note:Ã‚Â You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come

packaged with this content. MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be

purchased when required by an instructor. If you would like to purchaseÃ‚Â bothÃ‚Â the physical

text and MyMathLab, search for:   0321916492 / 9780321916495 College Algebra and

Trigonometry: A Unit Approach Plus NEW MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package 

 Package consists of:Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â   0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access

Card  0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker  0321916522 /
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Mark Dugopolski was born in Menominee, Michigan. After receiving a BS from Michigan State

University, he taught high school in Illinois for four years. He received an MS in mathematics from

Northern Illinois University at DeKalb. He then received a PhD in the area of topology and an MS in

statistics from the University of Illinois at ChampaignÃ¢â‚¬â€•Urbana. Mark taught mathematics at

Southeastern Louisiana University in Hammond for twenty-five years and now holds the rank of



Professor Emeritus of Mathematics. He has been writing textbooks since 1988. He is married and

has two daughters. In his spare time he enjoys tennis, jogging, bicycling, fishing, kayaking,

gardening, bridge, and motorcycling.

Didn't come with the keycard, which is annoying, since the main reason I bought this new was for

the keycard, I'll probably return it since I have to no use for a new one, when the key card cost like

$90 dollars on top and it would save money to by a used one, I've bought used before and you don't

really notice the different, especially with textbooks, just made sure it's in shrink wrap, mine in the

box didn't come with it, and it said it was new, probably is but usually no shrink wrap isn't what I

expect on a product that says new, really annoying and I have a test on the material in a few days.

book came in clean and almost in mint condition but for a book it came in was awesome, totally

readable and usable.

I had no problems with renting this book. I relieved exactly what I ordered.Another note: if you are

looking at the previous edition, the problem content is the same as the previous edition, however,

the page numbers and problem sequence differ!

I have rented this book and it was like new. I was actually shocked, because it said in the

description that is the book condition is acceptable!! I loved it... amazing book.

never opened the book. got it for school. mymathlab has the full e-book included.

The book was exactly what I needed and for a great rental price!

Excellent condition

As described only I can't open it in the windows 8 Kindle app which is weird but no big deal
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